
USTA CNY Empire State Jr. Team Tennis 

Rules for Local Match-Play 

 

*Each team consists of 4/girls and 4/boys, one coach/manager and must be registered on tennis link.  

The coach must also complete a background check online. (Please contact coordinator for more info) 

*Match play consists of Singles/Doubles- total of 6 sets:  1- set each of girl’s singles/doubles, 1- set of 

boy’s singles/doubles, and 2- sets of mixed doubles. Match play time is 2-hours including warm-up. 

 *Coaches will swap lineups at the start of the match. Every player must be given the opportunity to play 

however players can only play in a maximum of 2 sets. 

*If a team is short a player (less than 3 girls/3 boys) they must default boys/girls singles first and move 

on to play the other assigned sets. 

*Matches consist of FIRST to 6 games in a set (example 6-4) A TIE-BREAK is played at 5-5 using a 

standard 12 point tie-breaker  (first one to 7 points winning by two). Enter the results in tennis link as a 

timed match. 

*Home team provides games balls. Players will switch sides on ODD numbered games. 

*Team matches are won by the HIGHEST NUMBER OF GAMES SCORED.  If the score is TIED after the last 

set- a selected mixed doubles team will play standard TIE-BREAKER (first to 7 points win by 2) to 

determine who wins the match.   

*Match scores will be submitted on tennis link by the coach whose team won the match- before the 

next scheduled match. 

*Matches may be rescheduled (in the case of not enough players available to play the match or 

inclement weather) by contact the opposing team coach and the club where match is scheduled.  Make-

up matches must be played by 2 weeks after the season has ended. Matches not played/scored by the 

deadline will be canceled.  

*FRIENDLY CHEERING IS ENCOURAGED -however only the coach and players are allowed on the court. 

Coaches can stand courtside and only coach during changeovers. Parents/spectators must be seated in 

the viewing area off court and not allowed to coach or call lines at any time. 

*PLAYERS should first try and work out scoring and line-calls on their own. If a problem exists, then 

coaches can become involved to assist in an agreed upon result.                                                            

Scoring dispute:  Have the players go back to a score they both agree on and play from that score.      

Line call disputes:  Explain to the players that any ball that is not seen CLEARLY out must be called good. 

Coaches can watch calls until the match is under control.    ABOVE ALL-HAVE FUN! 


